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ABSTRACT: Gold—copper (Au—Cu) phases were employed already by pre-Columbian civilizations, essentially in decorative arts, whereas nowadays, they emerge in nanotechnology as an important catalyst. The knowledge of the phase diagram is critical to understanding the performance of a material. However, experimental determination of nanophase diagrams is rare because calorimetry remains quite challenging at the nanoscale; theoretical investigations, therefore, are welcomed. Using nanothermodynamics, this paper presents the phase diagrams of various polyhedral nanoparticles (tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, decahedron, dodecahedron, rhombic dodecahedron, truncated octahedron, cuboctahedron, and icosahedron) at sizes 4 and 10 nm. One finds, for all the shapes investigated, that the congruent melting point of these nanoparticles is shifted with respect to both size and composition (copper enrichment). Segregation reveals a gold enrichment at the surface, leading to a kind of core—shell structure, reminiscent of the historical artifacts. Finally, the most stable structures were determined to be the dodecahedron, truncated octahedron, and icosahedron with a Cu-rich core/Au-rich surface. The results of the thermodynamic approach are compared and supported by molecular-dynamics simulations and by electron-microscopy (EDX) observations.
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“Tumbaga” was the name given by the Conquistadors to the gold—copper alloy perfected by pre-Columbian civilizations in Central and South America.1−3 The proportion of gold to copper varies widely and sometimes silver was even found as an impurity. The popularity of this alloy comes from its congruent melting point. Congruency denotes that at a particular composition, the alloy behaves like a pure element (i.e., it melts at a definite temperature rather than over a range) and also the melting point of the alloy is reduced as compared to the two pure elements. For bulk Au—Cu, the congruent melting point occurs at 44% copper composition and 910 °C, well below the gold melting point (1064 °C) and the copper melting point (1084 °C). In contrast to this high-temperature regime, wherein the alloy exists in the form of a solid solution over the entire range of composition; at reduced temperatures, it forms ordered phases Au3Cu (L12), AuCu (L10) and AuCu3 (L1) depending on the alloy composition.

Nowadays, besides its continued use in jewelry, the Au—Cu alloys have emerged prominently in the nanosciences, mostly for catalysis; they catalyze a wide range of chemical reactions from carbon monoxide oxidation5−8 to selective oxidation of alcohols.9,10 In fact, this alloy exhibits novel physical and chemical properties11,12 at the nanoscale. Although the Au—Cu alloy has been extensively studied in the literature both at the bulk4,13−18 and nanoscales,10,11,19−29 the prediction of phase diagrams at the nanoscale is still missing. The objective of this paper is to present the phase diagram of Au—Cu at the nanoscale for the relevant distinct polyhedral morphologies of nanoparticles namely the tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, decahedron, dodecahedron, rhombic dodecahedron, truncated octahedron, cuboctahedron, and icosahedron.

To predict the solid solubility of two metals, there exist the empirical Hume—Rothery rules.30,31 These rules indicate that the alloy is preferred when the atomic radii, crystal structure, valence, and electronegativity of the elements are similar. The Au—Cu combination fulfills three of the four Hume—Rothery rules, and hence, it forms—at high temperature—a random substitutional solid solution; that is, Au and Cu atoms substitute for each other in the crystal lattice without structural
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changes, whereas at low temperature it forms several substitutionally ordered solid solutions (Au$_5$Cu, AuCu, AuCu$_3$). In fact, the relative difference between the atomic radii of gold and copper is less than 15%; they share common crystal structures (face centered cubic, fcc) and valences (+1), but their electronegativities are quite disconnected, the relative difference in their Mulliken electronegativity values being around 29% (cf. Table 1). Nonetheless, it has been shown that, at the nanoscale, the experimental data points$^{34-37}$ of Au–Cu alloy are well described by this model. Specifically, the solidus–liquidus curves of a regular solution model are given by$^{38}$

$$\begin{align*}
RT\ln \left( \frac{x_{\text{solidus}}}{x_{\text{liquidus}}} \right) &= \Delta H_m^s \left( 1 - \frac{T}{T_m^s} \right) + \Omega \left( 1 - x_{\text{liquidus}} \right)^2 \\
&- \Omega \left( 1 - x_{\text{solidus}} \right)^2 \\
RT\ln \left( \frac{1 - x_{\text{solidus}}}{1 - x_{\text{liquidus}}} \right) &= \Delta H_m^s \left( 1 - \frac{T}{T_m^s} \right) + \Omega_{\text{liquidus}} x^s_{\text{liquidus}} - \Omega_x x^s_{\text{solidus}} 
\end{align*}$$

Here, $x_{\text{solidus}}$ ($x_{\text{liquidus}}$) denote the compositions of the solid (liquid) phases at given temperature $T$; $T_m^s$ and $T_m^l$ the size-dependent melting temperatures of gold (A) and copper (B); $\Delta H_m^s$ and $\Delta H_m^l$ their respective size-dependent melting enthalpies; $\Omega$ and $\Omega_x$ the respective size-dependent interactions parameters in the liquid and solid phases; and $R$, the characteristic ideal gas constant.

Figure 1 presents the bulk phase diagram wherein the congruent melting point is the intersection between the liquidus and solidus curves, at this particular composition, the two-component solution behaves like a pure element. In the Au–Cu alloy, the congruent melting point is lower than either the gold and copper melting points, implying that the liquid solution is stabilized more than the solid one. This is rationalized within the regular solution model (above) by the interaction parameters, which are both negative (A–B interactions are stronger than A–A or B–B interactions, i.e., mixing is favored), leading to the inequality, indicative of greater stability of the liquid solution compared to the solid one.

To calculate the phase diagram at the nanoscale, the size-dependent parameters must be evaluated. The size-dependent melting temperature is calculated according to eq 2$^{39}$

$$\frac{T_m}{T_{m,\infty}} = 1 + \left( \frac{N_{\text{s}}}{N_{\text{tot}}} \right) \chi_{\text{bulk}}^2 \left( \frac{\gamma - \gamma_s}{\Delta H_m^s} \right)$$

Here, $\chi_{\text{bulk}}$ denotes a set of factors equal to \{1/2, $\sqrt{2}/4$, $\sqrt{3}/3$\} for the \{100, 110, 111\} faces, respectively, and $\gamma$ and $\gamma_s$ are the respective surface energies in the liquid and solid state; $a$ is the bulk lattice parameter; and $N_{\text{s}}/N_{\text{tot}}$ is the ratio of surface to total atoms. The size-dependence of the interactions and melting enthalpy are also calculated consistently by the same relationship. This is justified by quantum physics consideration where all thermodynamic quantities are approximately a linear functions of $1/D$ (where $D$ denotes the length edge of the polyhedron) corresponding to the nanoparticle’s surface-to-volume.$^{38,40}$

![Figure 1. Bulk binary phase diagram of Au–Cu alloy.](Image)
above the liquidus curve, the solution is purely liquid. In the lens-shaped 2-phase region, the liquid is at equilibrium with the solid phase. Below the solidus curve, the solution is purely solid. Ordered phases may exist at low temperature but are not considered in this study and will be the subject of another work.

On all the phase diagrams investigated in this paper (except the bulk one), at a given size and shape, the copper melting point is always lower than the gold melting point due to a stronger size effect on copper compared to gold, originating in its higher surface energy difference $|\gamma_l - \gamma_l|_{Cu} > |\gamma_l - \gamma_l|_{Au}$ irrespective of the faces considered (cf. Table 1). For example, this effect occurs for the dodecahedron when its edge length is reduced below $\sim 64$ nm. The magnitude of the size effect may be quantified by a shape-dependent parameter, denoted $\alpha$, and defined by $T_{m}/T_{m,\infty} = 1 - \alpha/D$. For all shapes investigated, the shape parameter of copper is always greater than the one of gold, as listed in Table 2.

By comparing the values of the shape-dependent parameter of gold and copper (cf. Table 2), we can predict the preferential shape adopted by these pure materials at small scales (Figure 3a and b). The most stable shapes are the dodecahedron, truncated octahedron, and the icosahedron, that is, the ones having the lowest $\alpha$ value and, thus, exhibiting the highest melting temperature. The dodecahedron and the truncated octahedron are equivalent for pure copper nanoparticles (Figure 3b). For comparison, Barnard et al. used relativistic first-principles methods to calculate, for pure gold nanoparticles, the stability of the truncated octahedron, icosahedron, decahedron, and cuboctahedron. Here, for the alloy, the sequence of preferred shapes can be predicted by looking at the crossover between the solidus curves. In Figure 2, those shapes exhibiting the highest solidus curve indicate a large solid solution region and thus a corresponding higher stability. Figure 3c–d show the sequences for Au–Cu alloy for larger (10 nm) and smaller (4 nm) nanoparticles.

These results illustrate how the dynamical and structural behavior of the alloy as calculated at the special sizes 10 and 4 nm, evolves from the gold sequence to the copper sequence as the copper composition increases. Whatever the composition and the size of the nanoalloy, the preferred shapes remain the dodecahedron, truncated octahedron, and the icosahedron. Experimentally, the truncated octahedron has been observed by...
Figure 3. Predicted sequence of preferred shapes (left to right) for (a) gold, (b) copper, and (c) copper–gold alloy at 10 and 4 nm where 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 represent different range of composition. At 10 nm, the composition ranges are: 1, 0 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.21; 2, 0.21 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.26; 3, 0.26 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.29; 4, 0.29 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.51; 5, 0.51 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.55; 6, 0.55 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 1. At 4 nm, the composition ranges are: 1, 0 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.03; 2, 0.03 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.22; 3, 0.22 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.24; 4, 0.24 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.51; 5, 0.51 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 0.54; 6, 0.54 ≤ X_{Cu} ≤ 1.

Figure 4. (a) Congruent melting point versus size for all the investigated shapes. (b) Congruent melting point versus composition for all the investigated shapes.
Ascencio et al.\textsuperscript{43} At the other extreme, the least stable shapes of the Au–Cu nanoalloys are the tetrahedron and the cube, which correspondingly exhibit a narrow solid solution region. These results on the stability of the Au–Cu nanoalloys may be understood in terms of geometrical considerations, that is, the surface-to-volume ratio of the different shapes (morphologies), as well as the number and type of facets play a major role. One may view this as the stress induced by the geometry to form a shape with a low number of facets; disfavoring both the tetrahedral and cubic shapes. Moreover, it is known that the surface energies follow this sequence: \( \gamma_{111} < \gamma_{100} < \gamma_{110} \textsuperscript{44} \) thus those polyhedra involving a high number of (111)-faces should be favored: dodecahedra, truncated octahedra, and icosahedra. Nevertheless, the predictions can differ from the shapes observed experimentally due to the critical role played by defects and adsorbed species on the surface of the nanoparticles, as already noted by Barnard and Zapol.\textsuperscript{45} For each shape investigated, by decreasing the size, the congruent melting point is shifted to lower temperature and higher copper composition (Figures 2). The size dependence of the congruent melting point is illustrated in Figure 4a, whereas the composition dependence of the congruent melting point is illustrated in Figure 4b. The shift to lower temperatures is due to the size and shape effects on melting temperature, melting enthalpy and interaction parameters. The shift at higher copper compositions is due to the size and shape effects on the interactions parameters \( \Omega_h \) and \( \Omega_v \) and this is responsible of the degeneration of the regular solution into an ideal solution when size reduces. This degeneration has already been noticed by Jiang et al.\textsuperscript{46} Two examples are given by the phase diagrams of the octahedron and the decahedron, which degenerate into an ideal solution (at 4 nm). The phase diagram of the tetrahedron at 4 nm indicates the impossibility to form a solid solution of Au–Cu over all the composition range except for copper composition below \( \sim 4\% \) and temperature ranging between \( \sim 200 \text{ K} \) and \( \sim 700 \text{ K} \). From this diagram, it seems impossible to form ordered phases with a tetrahedral shape and a size equal or smaller than 4 nm.

Compared to bulk scale, diffusion is enhanced at the nanoscale, due to a higher surface-to-volume ratio.\textsuperscript{47} According to the Onsager’s theorem,\textsuperscript{48} the driving force activating diffusion is attributable to the gradient of the chemical potential between the surface and the bulk; therefore, surface segregation caused by the diffusion of atoms from the bulk to the surface appears naturally in nanoalloys. To calculate the surface segregation of binary alloys, the Williams–Nason model,\textsuperscript{49} constructed on a bond-breaking concept allowing the nonequivalence of different sites at the surface and in the bulk, is very convenient because it rests on the knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of the bulk rather than on the surface. The solidus and liquidus compositions at the surface of the alloy are given by

\[
x_{\text{solidus}}^\text{surface} = \frac{x_{\text{solidus}}^{\text{core}}}{1 + x_{\text{solidus}}^{\text{core}} e^{-\Delta H_{vap}^{\text{A}}/z_k T}}
\]

(3)

\[
x_{\text{liquidus}}^\text{surface} = \frac{x_{\text{liquidus}}^{\text{core}}}{1 + x_{\text{liquidus}}^{\text{core}} e^{-\Delta H_{vap}^{\text{B}}/z_k T}}
\]

(4)

Here, \( x_{\text{solidus}}^{\text{core}} \) and \( x_{\text{liquidus}}^{\text{core}} \) are the bulk solidus and liquidus composition given by the set of eqs 1, that is, when segregation is not considered. \( \Delta H_{vap} = |\Delta H_{vap}^{\text{A}} - \Delta H_{vap}^{\text{B}}| \) is the absolute difference in the enthalpy of vaporization of the two pure elements. \( \Delta H_{vap} = |\Delta H_{vap}^{\text{A}} - \Delta H_{vap}^{\text{B}}| \) is the absolute difference in the enthalpy of sublimation of the two pure elements. \( z_v/z_s = 0.25 \). \( kT \) is the characteristic thermal energy. For a Au–Cu decahedron with a size edge length of 4 nm, gold segregates at the surface while copper migrates inside the core (Figure 5a). Indeed, it is favorable to have at the surface, the element alloy with the largest atomic radii (gold in our case). This reduces the total number of surface atoms required to populate the surface reducing the increase in energy due to broken bonds at the surface. Then, the component with the smallest surface energy (gold in our case) segregates to the surface. In Figure 5b, the surface composition of the decahedron (size edge length ~4 nm) is plotted versus the core composition illustrating the gold enrichment of the surface. From this figure, we can see that to reach a composition of copper higher than \( \sim 10\% \) at the surface, we need to have an alloy with a composition in copper higher than \( \sim 80\% \). This gold surface segregation is confirmed by Reyes-Nava et al.\textsuperscript{50} who showed that among bimetallic systems built with elements of the same group in the periodic table, the trend...
to be in the core is higher for the element with the smaller core electron density (copper in our case) that is, the element with the higher core electron density (gold in our case) will be located at the surface. Molecular dynamics simulations also confirm the preferential presence of gold at the surface.\(^{11,51,52}\)

For very small clusters (2.88 nm), it has been shown theoretically by Wilson and Johnston,\(^{22}\) using a semiempirical approach (Gupta many-body potential) that there is a tendency toward segregation with Cu-rich core and Au-rich surface, thus confirming the trend that we highlight within our thermodynamic approach. Monte Carlo simulations have also been used by Chen et al.\(^{25}\) on a 55-atom Cu–Au cluster and they noticed the same behavior. Experimentally, Ascensio et al.\(^{43}\) could identify the existence of octahedral and decahedral Au–Cu nanoparticles. The Cu-core/Au-shell structure predicted thermodynamically for the decahedron (Figure 5) is the most stable structure in good agreement with the observations from Ascencio et al.\(^{43}\) The instability observed by Ascencio et al. for the Au-core/Cu-shell can be explained by our thermodynamic calculations highlighting the lower melting point temperature of copper compared to gold at the nanoscale (cf. Table 2). Furthermore, the presence of copper at the surface contributes also to the instability\(^{28}\) due to its sensitivity to oxidation. Indeed, copper is much less electronegative than oxygen, \(\chi_{\text{Cu}} \ll \chi_{\text{O}}\) (\(\chi_{\text{O}} = 7.54\) eV).\(^{53}\) We have also compared the stability of Au-core/Cu-shell and Cu-core/Au-shell decahedra of 4 nm by performing an energetic optimization of the monometallic and core–shell decahedral models using the quantum-corrected version of the Sutton–Chen potential to describe the atomic interactions.\(^{54,55}\)

In order to compare the stability of the structures we calculated the formation energy of the core–shell decahedra, defined as the difference between total cohesive energy and the stoichiometry energy of the structure, \(E_{\text{f}} = n_{\text{Au}}E_{\text{Au}} + n_{\text{Cu}}E_{\text{Cu}}\), where \(n_X\) and \(E_X\) are the number of atoms in the structure and the average energy per atom of the element \(X\), respectively. The results are summarized in Table 3, where it can be noted that only the Cu-core/Au-shell decahedron has a negative formation energy, about 140 eV smaller than the energy formation of the Au-core/Cu-shell decahedron, which is predicted to be unstable. Nevertheless, although the decahedron with a gold shell is more stable, its formation energy is comparable with the thermal energy at room conditions for a cluster of this size (about 0.024 eV/atom), and thus it is not unlikely, at least with regard to energetic considerations, to find experimentally particles with other kinds of elemental distributions, including Au-core/Cu-shell decahedra.

To investigate the melting behavior of the Au–Cu decahedral nanoalloy, we also performed a set of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at five different compositions. The compositions of gold and copper at the core and at the surface of the particles have been chosen according to the thermodynamic calculations presented in Figure 5b. Each structure was then used as input for a series of canonical MD runs, with a starting temperature of 300 K and increasing the temperature by 20 K in each run until reaching 1300 K. As in the stability study, we used the quantum Sutton-Chen interatomic potential in the MD runs. Along the runs, both the average configuration-energy and atomic root-mean-square displacements (rmsd) were calculated in order to locate the melting temperatures. Determining the solid–liquid phase equilibrium condition from the MD-generated caloric curves is not straightforward, as the location of the upward jump in energy, corresponding to the first-order phase transition, is an overestimate of the melting temperature. MD simulations tend to superheat the solid, and so the transition corresponds more appropriately to a mechanical melting, instead of the thermodynamic condition at which solid and liquid free energies are equal to each other, which is the definition of melting temperature.\(^{56}\) Additionally, the surface premelting prior to melting transition makes difficult the use of caloric curves for the detection of melting. Instead, we used the Lindemann criterion, that establishes that melting occurs in
simple crystals when the rmsd reaches around 12–13% of the interatomic distance. At low temperatures, the rmsd increases linearly with temperature, until the system starts to melt and the rmsd value increases very rapidly corresponding to the divergence in rmsd observed for the bulk system. We found that for the 4 nm decahedra, a Lindemann parameter $\delta_L$ of around 0.12 is a good predictor for melting. The melting temperatures estimates obtained by this way are shown in Figure 6. Not surprisingly, these estimates are larger than those predicted by the thermodynamic model, but there is consistency in the order of appearance, and it is worth to note that the Lindemann parameter starts to deviate from linearity at the same range of temperatures predicted by the thermodynamic model, as can be noted both in the $\delta_L$ curves and in the animations included in the Supporting Information.

Experimentally, we have synthesized Au–Cu nanoparticles by wet chemistry (Supporting Information available). High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) observations, high angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis have been carried out on a JEOL JEM-ARM200F probe aberration corrected electron microscope operating at 200 kV. EDX spectra were obtained using a probe size of 0.13 nm with a probe current of 140 pA and the HAADF STEM images were obtained with a convergence angle of 34 mrad and a collection semiangle varying from 50 to 180 mrad. The samples for TEM observations were prepared by dropping the colloidal solution onto nickel TEM grids and drying in air. TEM observations showed that most of the particles produced by this method exhibit a decahedral shape. EDX mapping of the particles reveals the presence of gold at the surface. This is shown in Figure 7 where the elemental distributions of Cu and Au inside the nanoparticle are represented by the assigned false colors red and green, respectively, from the EDX signal. This is also revealed by the brightness intensity in the HAADF image signal because it depends not just on the amount of material but also on the elements present in the atomic column parallel to the electron beam.

Furthermore, it should be noted that Au-core/Cu shell can also be favored when thiolates are present in the chemical synthesis. One would account for these effects, within our thermodynamic model, by the modification of the surface energies of gold and copper when they are covered by ligands or surfactants. Additionally, Au–Cu nanocatalysts are generally deposited on a support which can therefore induce a preferential segregation of one of the two metals depending on the interaction energy between the support and the metal. Moreover, segregation can also be suppressed by some high-temperature processing during the synthesis, such as calcination, and thus favor the diffusion of both elements, leading finally to an alloyed structure. In fact, surface segregation is size- and support-dependent, whereas diffusion is highly temperature- and size-dependent as already demonstrated by Guisbiers et al.

In conclusion, our thermodynamic approach gives some interesting insights concerning the behavior of several polyhedral Au–Cu nanoalloys. This paper highlights the size
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**Figure 6.** Lindemann parameter versus the temperature. The discontinuity in $\delta_L$ marks the mechanical instability transition, correlated with the melting transition.
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**Figure 7.** (a) HAADF-STEM image of a decahedral Au–Cu nanoparticle, (b–d) EDX elemental maps of Cu, Au and overlay, respectively. Green regions in the EDX map indicate the presence of gold, whereas red regions mark the presence of copper. (e) EDX elemental profile of Cu (red) and Au (yellow) along the green line across the particle.
and shape effects on the congruent melting point, showing its copper enrichment when size decreases. The regular solution observed at the bulk scale degenerates into an ideal solution at small sizes (4 nm) for both the octahedral and decahedral morphologies. Segregation has also been studied revealing a gold enrichment at the surface in agreement with experiments and molecular dynamics simulations. Therefore, decahedron, truncated octahedron, and icosahedron with a Cu-rich core/Au-rich surface are the most stable structures. The trend observed from this approach can also be used as a starting point for ab initio density functional theory (DFT) methods to predict the behavior of smaller Au–Cu clusters.
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